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Girl Killed in New York Tour Bus Crash: Personal Injury Lawyer Kenneth A.
Wilhelm Reacts

A 14-year-old girl was killed and three other people were seriously injured after a charter bus
from Quebec, Canada, careened off the roadway and crashed along the Interstate 87.
According to a July 19 CBC news report, the fatally injured victim had been ejected from the
vehicle and then pinned underneath it.

New York, N.Y (PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- A tour bus crash involving a bus traveling from Canada to New
York City left a teenager dead and three other passengers severely injured, according to a July 19 CBC news
report. The accident occurred July 18 along the Interstate 87 when the charter bus carrying 55 passengers and
the driver went off the roadway and rolled onto its side, the report stated.

The teenager was ejected from the bus and pinned under the wreckage, according to the article. Three other
passengers were hospitalized with serious, but non-life-threatening injuries. The news report also stated that the
bus involved in the crash was not equipped with seatbelts and that the New York State Police is using
information from the vehicle's black box to determine the cause of the fatal accident.

"Our thoughts and prayers are with the family of the young woman who was killed in this tragic incident and
the three injured passengers who are in serious condition," said New York personal injury lawyer Kenneth A.
Wilhelm.

Wilhelm also notes that the tour bus that crashed was not equipped with seatbelts. "Under federal law, seatbelts
are not required on tour buses. This accident is a reminder of how this lack of requirement needs to change and
why seatbelts must become mandatory on all passenger coaches."

Seatbelts can play an important part by preventing passengers from getting ejected, Wilhelm said. "Passenger
ejection from buses leads to catastrophic or even fatal injuries. Seatbelts help prevent these types of deadly
injuries and keep the passengers buckled to their seats. If passenger cars should have seatbelts, so should tour
buses."

About the Law Offices of Kenneth A. Wilhelm

The Law Offices of Kenneth A. Wilhelm is a personal injury litigation firm with an unwavering dedication to
its clients. With more than 42 years of experience, our firm strives to obtain the best compensation for those
who have been injured or those who have lost a loved one due to an accident or by someone else's negligence.
We handle cases dealing with personal injury, medical malpractice, wrongful death, train accidents, workers'
compensation, dental malpractice, motor vehicle accidents, pedestrian accidents, rape, paralysis, comas,
seizures, false arrest, lead poisoning, trips and slips and falls, falls on sidewalks or stairs, elevator accidents,
construction accidents, building collapses and explosions, Erb's palsy, cerebral palsy, brain damage, blindness,
hearing loss, dog bite cases, fire and smoke inhalation accidents, bicycle accidents, falls from windows or
scaffolds, food poisoning injuries, carbon monoxide accidents, and many other types of accidents and injuries.

Please contact our New York personal injury attorneys TOLL FREE 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at 1-800-
WORK-4-YOU (1-800-967-5496). WE CAN EVEN COME TO YOU. There is no attorneys' fee unless we
recover money for you. We can also help with personal injury cases in New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania,
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or Florida. If you have been seriously injured in any of the 50 U.S. states, please call us and we will try to help
you with your case.

Other TOLL FREE phone numbers for us are:

1-800-RADIO-LAW, 1-888-WYPADEK, OR 1-800-LAS-LEYES

Please visit us at: http://www.WORK4YOULAW.com
The Law Offices of Kenneth A. Wilhelm 
445 Park Ave, 9th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
(212) 545-7373
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Contact Information
Kenneth A. Wilhelm
The Law Offices Of Kenneth A. Wilhelm
http://www.work4youlaw.com
(212) 545-7373

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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